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I. INTRODUCTION

The present report covers work performed during the period

1 January to 31 March 1963. It begins with a description of

modifications made to the experimental equipment to permit the

measurement of time-dependent ionization phenomena. The results

of transient measurements in oxygen and N2j- 02 mixtures using

these techniques is then presented. A detailed calculation of

the role of diffusion In transient ionization phenomena has been

started and is discussed in the report. The report closes with

a description of the proposed work for the next quarter.

During the period covered by the report, the authors delivered

at paper at the New York meeting of the American Physical S ciety,(l)

in which the techniques of the preseuL program, together wl h

preliminary data on oxygen loss processes, were discussed.

(1) M. N. Hirsh and P. N. Eisner, Bull Am. Phys. Soc. II. vol. 8,
p. 58 (1963)
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IT. EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT

A. RF Circuit

In Section III, a series of transient experiments will be

described which utilize the electron beam switch described in

previous reports. However the rf system described ,n previous

reports has been arranged to give measurements in the steady

state only. For these experiments the measuring circuits were

modified through the use of timing and triggering circuits to

enable rf measurements to be made as a function of time after the

C Ic CtIon bt ail LLIu In-on.

A block diagram of this system is shown in Figure 1; the

timing sequence of this system is shown in Figure 2. All operations

within this system are periodic, with a cyclic rate determined by

111o sweep frequency of a tektronix Model 545 oscilloscope, whose

sawtooth output triggers the Van do Graaff's electron beam switch

through the relay circuit explained in the Sixth Quarterly Report.

The oscilloscope also has an adjustable delayed sweep. The trigger

Iirom this delayed sweep initiates the sweep of another snwtooth

generato'r; the output of which is used in two ways, first to drive

the external sweep mechanism of the road-out scope, a typo 502,

Tektronix Dual-Beam Oscilloscope and second, to sweep the frequency

of the 0-5 mcps oscillator used as the modulation oscillator in the

rr bridge.

In Figure 2, Trace 3 represents the sawtooth which sweeps the

frequency of the modulation oscillator. When this oscillator is at

the correct frequency for cavity resonanace, a pip will be seen on

channel A of the dual beam scope. This is shown in Figure 2 on

Trace 4 . The time at which this occurs is determined by reading

time T3 - T 2 from the trace on channel A of the dual beam scope
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and adding to that the delayed trigger time T2 . Time T1 can be

determined by moving the delayed trigger until the turn-on of the

electron beam is observed.

The system described above has a Lime resolution capability of

about one millisecond which is adequate for timing the transients

which have been observed so far. The accuracy and time resolution

is mainly determined by the stability and speed of the electron-

beam switching mechanism which is a relay actuated device.

Improvements could be made by using an all-electronic switch and

coils of lower inductance to switch the beam faster.

B. Foil Diffuser

On page 4 of the Fifth Quarterly Report it was reported that
"further work on the beam diffusion problem was deferred until after

the air and oxygen experiments were completed so that any information

learned from these experiments could be incorporated into the next

equipment changes." That time has now come.

Several important points have been learned from the results
of the steady-state experiments, which have a bearing on the primary
electron diffusion. First, the net ionization observed at low
pressures in oxygen cannot be related to fundamental mode ambipolar

diffusion if a homogeneous distribution of primary electrons is

assumed. This point will be explained in Section IV, Second, at

high pressures in oxygen where ionization measurements poipt to a
three body electron attachment as the domin,"nt electron removal

process, the numerical value of that coeffic Lent depends on the net
primary (high energy) electron current trasve sing the microwave

cavity. Since direct attempts to measure t.n:s current failed

(cf Sixth Quarterly Report), assumptions concerning the angular

distribution of scattering in beryllium foils must be made in order

to calculate the percentage of the beam which enters the cavity.



However, these assumptions, which will be explained in this

section, do not lead to the accepted value for the three body

attachment coefficient. The third point to be considered is an

experiment described in the Fifth Quarterly Report which indicated

that even with .024 inches of beryllium foil, the electron beam

only covered an area corresponding to a diameter of 2 to 3 feet at

the cavity face. The cavity face has a diameter of 4 feet, so that

there is not a homogeneous distribution of electrons across its face.

Thus dur'ing this quarter measurements were made of the beam current

passing through Lhe foil and collimator in order to determine the

electron beam disbribution and the actual percentage of the beam

transmitted by the foil and collimator. Figure 3 schematically

illustrates the method used.

A - 5WVC/41C1fG COILS

B- FOIL DIFFUSE/

C - COL •MA FOP,

0- I ASULAT/ AG FL/NC;E

- CARAOAY1 CUP__oi______

VA Al OF 6PAAPVF

A CC11L E,?A7'0I ý-

FIGURE C3FOIL SCATTERING C;ALIBRATION TECHNIQUE
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A section of 2" diameter beam tube between the Van de Graaff and

the bean switch~ng section was removed, leaving room for a long

faraday cup after the collimator. The electron beam is alternately

switched between the two faraday cups. Immediately it was dis-

covered that much more current was collected in the faraday cup

behind the collimator than a calculation based upon this test

geometry indicated was possible. It was believed that this was

either due to poor collimation following the scattering foil or

to porous beryllium foil, resulting in under estimation of the

scattering angle. Titanium foil 1.2A.05 mils thick was substituted

for the beryllium. This foil also appeared to scatter the electrons

less than the calculated amount. The density of the titanium foil
3

was measured, and found to be 4.5 gin , in excellent agreement

with published values; this value was used in the scattering cal-

culation itself. Therefore poor electron collimation due to

glancing of electrons off the walls of the collimator was the

probable fault. A new collimator was designed and tested which

eliminated this problem. With the new collimator, 21.8% of the

beam was collected in the faraday cup; this compares with a cal-

culated percentage for this geometry of 21.2% for Titanium foil

1.2 x 10-3 inches thick. However, the five beryllium foils used

in previous experiments trans-mitted 58.5% with the new collimater,

as compared with the calculated tr'ansmission for the .024" thickness

of 44.8%. This discrepancy still remains unexplained. Nevertheless,

a beam current calibration for the foils was obtained. For a

gaussian angular ccattering distribution, the titanium foil will

produce a distribution of primary electron across the cavity face

uniform to within 5% in flux.

The calculation of the foil scattering distribution proceeds

as follows. The mean scattering angle as a function of electron

energy E and the composition of the scattering foil is
-D. M. Ritson, Trechniqu-es of High EnergyPljys-fic, pg. 9, IffterscTience,
N. Y. (1961)



(1) <0>1 21 )2 x,

where X is the distance in units of radiation length. For Be, X
2 2

is 67gm/cmr ; for titanium it is 16.6gm/cm . These have been cal-

culated from

(2) = 137x10-3  Z(Z) log 183 gmcm2( ) X0 A-e 3 -Z

If the Gaussian scattering assumption is correct, then the standard

deviation o = _ e . The percentage of the beam transmitted

in a given angle can then be found from tables of Lhe normal

distribution.

C. Gas Handling System

In the past quarter, the gas handling system was modified to

include 12 one-liter flasks. Those were used up during this

quarterly report period and were replaced by 100-liter cylinders

of research grade oxygen and nitrogen. This is nominally the

same purity gas as contained in the glass flasks but the gas has

not been mass analyzed. One liter of gas at atmospheric pressure

fills the cavity -to a pressure of 1 Torr; in order to experiment

at higher pressures conveniently the quantity of gas available had

to be increased beyoni the capacity of the one-liter flasks.

Bakeable pyrex Hastings vacuum gauges were inserted directly

into the glass portion of the gas handling system (Figure 4). One

gauge measures pressure in the range 0-100 microns; the other is

used in the range 0-20 Torr. These gauges are calibrated for air

and must therefore be calibrated against an absolute gauge for

other gases or mixtures. However once this calibration has been

done these gauges allow gas pressure measurements without the

possibility of contaminating the sample gas in the cavity.
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Neither the gas flow regulators nor the metal-to-glass seals

in this system are bakeable, therefore this gas handling system is

an interim design to permit high pressure measurements in the

cavity. At the scame time it will be learned whether the gas in

the metal cylinders gives the saene results as that in the glass

flasks, so that a bakeable system can be built around the 100-liter

cylinders in the future.

6P VALVE

rO CAVITY-4----

REGULA MR i] VL VE 5

-IA55 TOMETAL COUPLER5

R66EULATOR

FIGURE 4
GAS HANDLING SYSTEM
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III. TRANSIENT MEASUREMENTS IN OXYGEN

A. Photographic Technique

Tr•osleixt ioiasureom•enLs were made in oxygen, which were dosignl,d

to observe the onset of diffusion in an effort to explain the b(e-

havior of the low pressure, diffusion dominated, steady-staLe ion-

ization. These experiments used the Be foil diffuser. The technique

used was to tune the rf oscillator to the cavity resonant Frequency

and then switch the electron beam onto the cavity. The result was

that, as the cavity shifted frequency due to the presence of ri'eo

electrons, the output signal from the bridge as observed on the

oscilloscope would change as shown in Figure 5.

CAVITY RESONAUCE

-A

A /5

FIGURE 5

During the time when there is no electron beam in the cavity, the

cavity resonance frequency is at A, yielding a straight line at

amplitude "a" on the scope. The electron beam causes a fol•qin(ey

shift of the cavity from A to B which changes the observed amplitudt'

on the scope from "a" to "b", because the oscillator frequency remains

at A. Figure 6 is a reproduction of a photograph taken of the

oscilloscope face during the turn-on of the electron beam. The

importan-c, feature of these data is the rapid change in frequoncy

immediately after the turn-on, followed by a slow change in the
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opposite direction. The beam remains on the cavity during this

experiment, so that a final frequency shift corresponding to the

equilibrium value of ionization is seen, which is the same frequency

measured in steady-state experiments. A reasonable interpretation

oi the phenomenon described above is tnat the slow shift in cavity

frequency to an equilibirum value is due to diffusion of electrons

and ions to the walls oif the cavity until the diffusion process

(which is the slowest loss process in the cavity) comes to equilibrium.

Accordingly this transient phenomena was observed photographically

for three pressures of oxygen, 0.11 Torr, 0.07 Torr, and 0.035 Torr.
TIhe decay of the slow transient was found to be an exponential

function of time; the decay time was a linear function of pressure:

T (Seconds) -- 1.9xl0 3p (Torr).

This yields a constant DaP p- 120 Torr-cm /See assuming the decay

is due to ambipolar diffusion proceeding in the fundamental mode.

However, a Dap of 120 does, nol; explain the low values of

euquilibrtnii Ionization observed in hoth the steady-state experiments

and in the transitent experiments. This point was made before iil the

Sixth Quarterly report with respect Ito the s toady-state experiments.

The possible reasons for the discrepancy in numbers between an

appareontl measLIurement1 LOf the o(I LEIffusIon (odecay time , a]nI d the di F[hus ionl

decay time required to produce the ]measLlured equilibrium ionizatlion

will bI' discussed in Section TV,

Photograph.s were also aoken of the shtL-off of the eleciron

beam which showed a decay time similar ton the rise time at
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the beam turn-on (see Figure 6). The time constants involved are

on the order o& t few milliseconds but were very difficult to

measure accurately with this technique. The time constant associated

with the shut-off is of great importance, however, since it gives

directly a value for the total electron loss frequency. This can

then be compared with the value calculated from the steady state

data by

Kpi = -y1N, where K is the production term and -L is the loss

frequency.

B. ElucLronic Technique

The photographic work described above was difficult to interpret

quantitati vly. Thus measurements were made on transient phenomena

in oxygen using the new rf system described in Section TIA and using

the titanium foil diffuser. From Figure 6 with the assumption of an

exponential decay of frequency versus time,

(1) f (fo - f )e-t/r I fl or

(2) Af I --1 - ( o - 1 1)eV-1/-.

Taling logartthms of both sides,

(3) log AY log(fo - U - T

Figure 7 is a plot of the slow (diffusion) trIansienL ill oxygen na.

0.1 Tort using the time resolving rf circuits which shows reasonable

agreement with the straight line predicted by equation (3). As

indicated in Figure 7, the straight line fit to the data yields a
2

calculated value of 101 Torr-cm /soe for Dapi n agreement with

estimates from the photographs. At a pressure of .O5Torr, the
'2

measured Dap was 66.3 Torr-cm2 /sec which is not in agreement with

theory or the eUaliUr photographic measurements.
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A summary of oxygen transient measurements is presented

below:

Af/I
Pressure Beam Current Equilibrium

Date Torr Faraday cup Slope a

March 15 0.102 97.8 ua 0.78 105

March 18 0.010 150 ua ? ?

March 19 0.050 30 ua 0.27 6 S

March 25 0.100 50 ua 0.68 101

March 28 0.102 150 ua 0.76 ?

The beam current was measured at the faraday cup in the uipper arm

of the beam switch; a titanium foil 1.2 mils thick was used

to diffuse the beam into the cavity (see Section II-B). Thte

question marks indicate that a measurement could not be made due

to experimental difficulties or malfunction.

C. Summary of Results of Oxygen Experiments

previous measurements of equilibrium ionization in oxygen at

0.1 Torr pressure resulted in a "slope", Af/ 1  of 1.7 gcps/ Jl

(c. f. Sixth Quarterly Report). These measurements were made usile

a beryllium foil 0.024 inches thick. The roil measurements made

during this quarter predict that 58.5% of the electron beam was

intercepted at the cavity. Therefore the slope, corrected for tihe

actual beam current i, tite cavity, is 2.9 kilocyclos per mitcro-

ampere. The experiments of this quarter with a 0.0012 inch thick

titanium foil yielded a true slope, at 0.1 Torr, of 3,52 kilocycles

per microamperes, certainly larger than previous results. However

the beam geometry in the two cases is different; with the beryllium

foil the beam was peaked in the center whereas with the titanium

foil a uniform beam was achieved. The effect of the uniformity of

Ilin beam will be explained in Section IV.
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Since the steady-state ionization equation has been derived

on the assumption of geometically uniform production of electron-

ion pairs by the high energy electron beor., the experiments using

the beryllium foil could not be expected to agree with the simple

theory as put forth in the Sixth Quarterly report, Section III-A.

Not enough data has been taken yet with the thin titanium foil to

compare with previous results or with the more complete theory

presented in Section IV of this report.

The various transient experiments have produced evidence for

diffusion of electrons to the walls following turn-un of the high

energy electron beam. The time constants involved are of the same

order of magnitude as those of fundamental mode ambipolar diffusion

in oxygen. Furthermore there is some evidence that the product of

the time constant and pressure is a constant, as required for

diffusion, although much more data still are required.

In order to make sure that the transient phenomena were not

unique to the oxygen gas sample used, the cavity was filled with

cylinder helium to a pressure of 0.08 Torr. A transient stmllar

to the oxygen transient was observed. In air, the same type or

transient has also been observed.
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IV. DIFFUSION

A. Time-Dependent Diffusion Equation for An ALLacbing Gas

The attempt to relate the transient phenomena reported above

with ambipolar diffusion makes necessary a careful analysis of

ionization and deionization within the cavity. In particular, the

time dependence of the ionization density as a function of position

within the cavity must be included in the analysis. Such cal-

culations have been performed in the past by many workers, with

little opportunity for comparison of the calculation with exper-

imental results. The simplicity of the geometry of the present

experiment, however, holds out hope for something approaching a

clear-cut determination of the importance of higher diffusion modes

in thermal plasmas.

The differential equation for electron density is

I (r, zt) - K (r,z,t) - vn(r,z,t) ± Da: 2 n1(r,z,t)

where n is the electron density, K is the number of electrons (and

Ions) produced per vinit volume per unit time, V is the three-body

attachment frequency, and D is the ,umbipolar diffusion constanta
(C.f. First Quarterly Progress Report, pages 9-12).

The simplifying assumptions on which the derivation of this

equation is basud au that the presence of negative ions due to

attachment does not affect the ambipolar diffusion; that there is

cylindrical symunetry; that other electron loss processes are small

compared to three-body attachment and diffusion; and that there are no

chemical reactions taking place in the cavity. The first of these

assumptions will be the subject of future work in this project.
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The homogeneous part of equation (1) can be separated and

solved subject to the usual boundary condition that n vanish at the

walls of the cylindrical cavity. The homogeneous solution is

(2) nZ 1 F A J r sin -1 enmt'
H n m nm o a Nnsen

where y n is the nth root of Jol a and h are the radius and height

of the cylindrical cavity, respectively,
Da

(3) nm v + -,and
Anm

2 2 2

22 2A nm a h1

The inhomogeneous solution which satisfies the complete equation

and the initial conditions is

(5) n E j (yr tMsZ, where( 5) 111 nB Jo (-Yn-a ) si u

o in urnIn narz.

(6) K In Bi J ('Yn.)£ mr-
o la mm11 lull 0 onsi

Thue arbitary constants 3 cn call be found if simplifying

assulptions are made about K, the electron production term. Consider

the case In which the electron beam is suddenly switched into the

cavity so that fur t<O, K1O, and for t - 0, K is a constant, iln-.

dependent of time and geometry. This closely approximates the

situation in the transient experiments reported in Section III.

Then at t 0 0, n - K, and for all times equation (6) must hold

Those considerations lead to the complete solution. With the

definition A + B Cnm, then

till)l 051110 m ne YiI1O
(7 N Cl r m)rz

J yJ( )sin
inmoo
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where

1 _ 8K

C - for m odd,

(8) 1

C 0 for m even.

From the First Quarterly Report, pages 25-27, an expression for the

frequency shift of the cavity may be obtained:
01 vnE dT

(9) Af "

T -( .055p) 2 fE2dr
r I

For the T n 011 mode of the rf cavity, E-JI(3.832E)sin - Therefore

ecquati ((, (7) through (9) can be combined to produce an integral

equation which will give Af as a function of time at any given

prlsiHure. ]hand computation orf this problem is extremely laborious

lbut; .o805 machleno coompolit non and some hand calculations have been

madel for s•juc [tl ca5,5ses. Combining that computation with some

opproxhl)iALo11,8, Figures 8, 9 and 11) demonstrate the type of solutions

1.1m . ,qual-tons (7) through (9) produce in typical cases.

,1-rSce a greaL deal of data has been taken using the beryllium

rotl dIftiusort with a more or loss peaked angular distribution of

v' I (0 [ ns(hi th(o 1ii 'id(nt beini, it is instructive to rederive

,uiu. i oiin.; (7) and (8) for the case K not constant. For simplicity

(10) K kJO( --)y , where K is a constant) 1 a-
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Then at t - 0,

(11) K C j (_,r)sin k _,
(1 in lira 0 I nm 0 T

which has a solution for C as follows:nm

(12) aCnm = 0 for n / 1 or in even,
4kI

Ci 4 for n 1 and mn odd.

During the next quarter, numerics-l solutions for this as wveii

m- faT' nther beam geomnctrics, will be obtained, and compared with

experiments.
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V. AIR MEASUREMENTS

A very interesting phenomena was observed while doing transient

experiments in air. The transient associated with diffusion occurred;

then, very slowly, "equilibrium" ionization density increased until a

plateau was reached, many minutes later, at a value of ionization

desnity two or three times larger than the initial density.

Figure 11 is a plot of typical time versus frequency shift

experiment in air showing the change in ionization with time. It

took about nine minutes for the frequency to begin to shift per-

ceptibly, then the rise became quite steep, levelling off after

about 20 minutes. The explanation for this phenomenon may possibly

be found in chemical reactions. After reaching the high value of

ionization, if the Van de Graaff beam is shut off for 15 minutes

and then switched on again, the resulting ionization is at the high

level, nut the initial low value. In one case, after a two hour

wait with the beam off, the ionization at turn-on was 76% of the

previous peak value, and returned to that walue in five minutes.

This behavior is suggestive of a reversible chemical reaction which

is driven by the electron beam in one direction but which slowly

reverses when the beam is off the cavitv.

Figure 12 is a summary of all the air data taken to this date.

From Fig-ure 12 it can be seen that the initial equilibrium ion-

Ization is higher than in oxygen, as would be expected, but not as

high as would be predicted on the basis of published values for the

efficiency of nitrogen as the third body in electron attachment to

oxygen. In fact, on Figure 12, the experiment marked "December 19"

at 0.5 Torr, has an initial slope of 2.5, vcry close to that of pure

oxygen (2.2) and rises up to 13, about five times higher. The higher
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values are more nearly indicative of what should be expected in air

on the basis of its 20% oxygen content.

This phenomenon will be studied in more detail in the next.

quarter. In particular various N2 - 02 concentration ratios will

be studied to unravel the chemistry. I

!I
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VI. PLANS FOR NEXT QUARTER

During the next quarter, enough data should be accumulated in

oxygen to permit a complete analysis of the linear loss processes

(that is, attachment and diffusion) in the regime of operating con-

ditions employed in this work. Measurements in nitrogen and oxygen-

nitrogen mixtures will be begun in detail, to determine the normal

behavior of the mixtures and to search for radiation chemistry effects.

The det•l!ed calculation of the diffusion transient accompianuying beam

turn-on will be completed, and results compared with experiment.

In addition, a new dimension will be added to the measuremenL

program during the quarter. An rf mass spectrometer will be desLgned

and built, and probably attached to the cavity within the period. The

spectrometer will be capable of observation of both positive and

negative ions produced in the cavity. The addition of an iniovnnal

ionizer, to permit studios of neutral molecules, has been delayed

until the spectrometer itself is operative.
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